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 CELEBRITY NEWS 

HARRY STYLES HAS A MESSSAGE FOR 

HIS EX-GRILFRIEND…  

Harry styles sometimes looks back at the 

relationship he had with singer Taylor Swift. He 

says, “Relationships are hard, at any age. And 

adding up that you don’t really understand 

exactly how it works when you are 18, trying to 

navigate all that stuff didn’t make it easier.” He 

said this when he looked over at a picture of 

the two together. He then explains how he 

wanted a “normal” date and how it can be 

tricky dating someone in public eye. 

By: Jackeline Ramirez 

 

SELENA GOMEZ: WHO IS SHE 

REALLY.. .  

Selena Gomez is a singer, songwriter, and actor. 

She is amazing at her singing and acting but she 

is also an amazing person. She is an amazing 

person because she helps with charities and she 

helps with kids. She is also an executive 

producer on a Netflix Original series “13 

Reasons Why”. She is an inspiring woman to all 

girls and boys. She makes everyone's day by 

visiting him or her at hospitals when their day is 

not going so good. She sends an important and 

encouraging message to her fans. I hope you 

have learned more about Selena Gomez and her 

great personality. 

By: Claudia Flannery 

BEYONCE 

Beyoncé is a singer and songwriter. She is a great inspiration to our world; 

Beyoncé has done over 40 concerts and has a worldwide career. Beyoncé is a 

loving mother of one, but soon to be 3 children. She is also a loving wife 

married to Jay-Z. Beyoncé has helped with many charity events and has made 

a huge change for many people’s lives; Beyoncé is involved with many different 

projects and has helped with over 31 charities and different events. She has 

been a great role model to many different children. Boys and girls have been 

influenced by her great actions in this world. Beyoncé’s husband “Jay Z” has 

also been a huge help on her fame. He has helped with in many different 

events, and he is a great influence on their children. I hope you learned more 

about Beyoncé and her great actions. 

By: Breeana Griffin 

                     

CHRIS SOULES THE BACHELOR BAD BOY…  

Chris Soules was arrested for leaving the scene of a fatal car crash. He was 

arrested at 1:16 AM on Tuesday and is currently being held in custody. He 

was confirmed to have been involved in the crash and confirmed to have left 

the scene. He did not return to the accident. This him caused to land in jail, 

and if released, it would be on pretrial release. He would have an ankle 

bracelet on and be required to surrender his passport. It was also discovered 

that there were alcoholic beverages involved with the crash, so Chris may be 

charged with a D.U.I too. 

By : Garret Block 

 

 

SCOTT DISICK - BRADEN MEIXNER 

Scott Disick was born in Long Island, New York on May 26, 1983. He is a 

reality TV star, model, and businessperson. Scott works for GNC, managing 

businesses that create products for QuickTrim, Rejuvacare, Monte Carlo 

Perpetual Tan and other products. He has also launched RYU, a New York 

restaurant serving asian food located in Long island. He rose to fame by dating 

reality star Kourtney Kardashian. The couple’s makeups and breakups have 

been documented on Kourtney and her family’s series, “Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians” and “Kourtney and Khloe Take Miami.” 

 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/svzhzFA_UTw/maxresdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DsvzhzFA_UTw&docid=D2cIPgjnf-NxXM&tbnid=34iM7VIzWmVaMM:&vet=10ahUKEwiNvNWUh7bTAhVJsFQKHShfBKYQMwg9KAUwBQ..i&w=1920&h=1080&safe=strict&bih=907&biw=1280&q=selana and harry&ved=0ahUKEwiNvNWUh7bTAhVJsFQKHShfBKYQMwg9KAUwBQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://cimg.tvgcdn.net/i/r/2015/06/10/958084a9-0c41-46f3-af63-87b6834e5c4b/thumbnail/1300x867/b5934c8fe3b40204c843b4e2b823b7ad/150610-news-chris-soules.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.tvguide.com/celebrities/chris-soules/662215/&docid=JJr3_K8TamIXFM&tbnid=N7aqgL6h8RXTgM:&vet=10ahUKEwjY8-_yjsDTAhVKhlQKHVslC2YQMwg6KAIwAg..i&w=1300&h=867&safe=strict&bih=907&biw=1280&q=chris soules&ved=0ahUKEwjY8-_yjsDTAhVKhlQKHVslC2YQMwg6KAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8


 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   HISTORY OF PRO FOOTBALL                                  

       On November 12, 1892, an important 

event occurred when the Allegheny 

Athletic Association defeated the 

Pittsburgh Athletic Club. The game itself 

was not significant, but something else 

happened that day. AAA player William 

“Pudge” Heffelfinger was openly paid $500 

to play in the game. This was the first 

instance of someone being paid to play in 

the young sport called football. This 

eventually launched the pro football era, 

where players were being paid large 

amounts of money for their performance 

on the football field. In 1940, A six team 

rival league called the American Football 

League. (AFL) was formed. In 1967, the 

Packers defeated the Chiefs in the first 

super bowl ever (NFL vs. AFL).  

 

          

   HISTORY OF BASKETBALL 

      A Canadian, physical educator, Dr. 

James Naismith, created basketball. In 

1891, the first basketball game was played 

at Springfield College also in 1891. The 

South Philadelphia Hebrew Association 

(SPHA’s) was created in 1918; people from 

all over went to see them play. The cost at 

that time was 2$, which was a lot of 

money back then. The American Basketball 

League (ABL) started in 1925. Some of the 

earliest teams included the SPHAs, 

Original Celtics, Boston Whirlwinds, and 

Cleveland Rosenblums. Later the NBL and 

the BAA made an agreement to merge 

resulting in the NBA. Now today, 

basketball is a very important and playing it 

can have positive affects like health and 

fitness. 

            

 HISTORY OF STARBUCKS  

        Starbucks is where people hang out 

and grab a cup of coffee. Starbucks was 

founded in Washington Seattle, in 1971. 

The founder of Starbucks was Jerry 

Baldwin, Zev Sigel and Gordon Bowker. 

They decided to create Starbucks. They 

were inspired to sell high quality coffee 

beans. Fun fact about Starbucks: Did you 

know the logo of Starbucks is an image of 

a two-tailed mermaid known as a Siren in 

Greek mythology. One reason that Siren 

came to be was because of the location 

and the type of environment in the 

seaports of Seattle. In conclusion, 

Starbucks is great place to get a coffee 

with your friends. 

           

               

BY: MASON FOUNTAIN BY: JOSHUA REA BY: LYNETT GUZMAN 

HISTORY OF SCUBA DIVING- Kaden Bray 

The history of scuba diving was thought to be started as early as 

500 BC, but it became part of scientific research in the early 

1900s. Paul Bert and John Scott Haldane, who were from France 

and Scotland, started the scientific trend of exploring underwater 

and gathering research. Their research helped scientists and 

people understand water pressure on the human body and safe 

limits for compressed air diving. This also sparked the technology 

for more advanced gear and equipment. Now today we have 

good enough technology to stay and breathe underwater for 

hours at a time. With this technology, we have researched and 

learned more and more about the ocean and what life is like 

underwater but we still have much more to discover.   

 

HISTORY OF BASEBALL- Tyler Woodworth 

The first ever baseball game recorded in 1846. The 

founding father of baseball was Carter Wright. Baseball 

is a fast-paced sport, where two teams battle it out. 

People are on defense and one guy is trying to strike the 

on-coming ball thrown by a pitcher. There are multiple 

ways to get on base. Single where you get a hit and only 

get to first. The second way is hit the ball far enough to 

run to 2nd base. The third option is to hit the ball so far, 

you are able to run to three bases. The final way is to hit 

the ball over the fence or into the crowd and run all the 

way back to Home base. 
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 HOW TO…  

MAKE FRIENDS – TRISTAN SHAW 

   Welcome to my article on tips to make new friends. The first step is to find someone that you know 

but you are not close to. Second step is to try to get to know them better. The third step is to try to be 
yourself around them and to try to keep in touch. The last step is to do things that you both have in 

common together. These are a few tips on how to make new friends. 

 NOT BE BORED – EMMA ANDERSON  

   There are many fun things to do when you are bored. First, you can FaceTime your best friend. 

Everyone loves to talk to his or her best friend. Second, plan a party. You could make your party fun and 

exciting. Third, you can make a movie and upload it to YouTube. Forth, learning the American Sign 

Language alphabet. You can talk to your friend in secret without anyone else knowing what you are 

saying. Fifth, you can bake something. You can make your favorite treat than eat it. Last, sleep. Those 

were six things to do when you are bored! 

 DEAL WITH PEER PRESSURE – LAINEY BROWN  

   The growing up life can be hard. People try to get you to participant in drugs, cigarettes, and alcohol. 

They try to take advantage of you. This article can help you say “No” to Peer Pressure. First tell them 

“No”, it is the most basic thing to do. Second, make a joke for example… "You want me to smoke 

cigarettes? Forget it! I don't want bad breath, numb taste buds, yellow teeth, and stained fingers - not to 

mention smelly clothes and hair!" Third change the subject, start talking about school or sports. Fourth, 

you could use your parents as an excuse for example…“My Mom would kill me if she found out.” With 

simple steps like these, you will be able to resist peer pressure. Do not let others or drugs ruin your life, 

you are in charge! 

    

  Food  

Potatoes – Alberto Aldana 

Potatoes are my favorite food. I think they are so cool. They are also known as papas in the Mexican household. Potatoes are 

the world's largest crop. It is one of the world's biggest staple foods and one of the world's largest food supplies. Fries, mash 

potatoes, chips, tater tots, baked potatoes, hash browns, potato soup and potato wedges. Potatoes can be made into many 

different type of things: Potatoes are also very inexpensive. For one potato at Walmart is only 1 dollar. Potatoes are good 

and they taste yummy.    

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://s3.amazonaws.com/kidzworld_photo/images/2016104/a8f6866a-e9c2-4bf8-94cd-8bfe1b3b4bae/sign-language.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.kidzworld.com/article/6505-history-of-sign-language&docid=jzIfo5bUpq2h6M&tbnid=AUFawis6IkJT-M:&vet=10ahUKEwiD5LWb367TAhXhqFQKHY_qBcEQMwh6KAUwBQ..i&w=544&h=250&safe=strict&bih=963&biw=1920&q=sign language&ved=0ahUKEwiD5LWb367TAhXhqFQKHY_qBcEQMwh6KAUwBQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://az616578.vo.msecnd.net/files/2016/06/30/6360291658542740261162409767_friends-images-23.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.theodysseyonline.com/to-my-future-friends&docid=iz35w1Zn0OL1eM&tbnid=GhcREDaKKaEVLM:&vet=10ahUKEwiOutvw3q7TAhXmhVQKHWwnDoEQMwi0ASgqMCo..i&w=4500&h=3000&safe=strict&bih=963&biw=1920&q=friends&ved=0ahUKEwiOutvw3q7TAhXmhVQKHWwnDoEQMwi0ASgqMCo&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://monroevilleapartments.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/facetime-300x128.png&imgrefurl=http://monroevilleapartments.com/facetime-skype-tours/&docid=REs18KcmztQZSM&tbnid=yLbCC5_I965j2M:&vet=10ahUKEwjBr6-_367TAhVpxVQKHYFPAAQQMwhZKAowCg..i&w=300&h=128&safe=strict&bih=963&biw=1920&q=FACETIME&ved=0ahUKEwjBr6-_367TAhVpxVQKHYFPAAQQMwhZKAowCg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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GIRLS CLOTHING - TRINITY RILEY  

   What do most girls worry about? Their outfits! Most girls take a long time to 

get ready and it is because they want to look good and to look good they need 

a good outfit. Most girls try to follow the trends like boyfriend jeans, super 

stars Adidas, Brandy Melville, Champion jacket, and a lot more. Not all girls 

dress trendy or “Tumblr” to stay in fashion and to look cool, but most girls 

do. The most popular brands right now are Adidas, Nike, Calvin Klein, Brandy 

Melville, Urban Outfitters, and Pacsun. I think most of these things are trendy 

because they are expensive. In conclusion, outfits are an everyday problem. YOUTUBE CHANNEL- BRYSON BLEVINS 

Christian Delgrosso was a famous Viner on the app Vine. 

When Vine was taken off from the app store, he went to 

YouTube. On YouTube, he makes videos about comedy 

and adventurous things he does. Two interesting vlogs 

are about going to Hawaii and cliff jumping. Christian 

posts daily on his channel so you can get a new video 

every day.

 

A TEEN’S POINT OF VIEW ON 

FASHION - JOAQUIN STARR-GARICA  

  What the fashion world means to kids like us: Well, 

I cannot speak for all, but there are celebs that 

influence me on what I wear today.  Some popular 

brands that celebs influence people to wear are Bape, 

Supreme, Off White, Champion, and the usual, like 

Nike, Adidas, and Jordan. Some celebs like Russell 

Westbrook have some weird and creative taste. He 

wears Vuitton. 

POPULAR GAMES - ADEN BUSTILLOS  

There are many popular games in our world today. We are going to be looking at three platforms: PC, Xbox One/PS4, and Mobile. 

The first console is PC. This isn't a game, this is just a place where you can get games and it's called Steam. You can get games such 

as over watch, Call Of Duty, GTA 5 and many more games and Steam is free to download. Go look it up! The next platform is 

Xbox One/PS4. The game is NBA2K17. The reason this game is so popular is because it’s a sports game and they have a lot of past 

teams such as the Chicago Bulls when they had the players Pippen, Michael Jordan and more. There are Bonus games if you don't 

like sports games. There are Call of Duty games. The last platform is mobile. The most popular game is free and it’s called Clash 

Royale. It's by the same people who made Clash of Clans. Clash Royale is a card game where's there are two sides of the arena and 

you deploy the troops you get from chests and you need to defeat your enemy with these troops. The way you defeat your enemy 

is, by destroying their three towers on their side. The middle tower is the main one and the left and right ones are guarding the 

middle and that's how you win. If you keep winning, you can earn higher ranks and different arenas. In conclusion, these are the 

most popular games right now.  
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There are tons of different 

makeup products. There are 

blush, highlighter, mascara, 

foundation, eyeliner (liquid and 

pencil), concealer, lipstick, 

powder, lip gloss, brow pencil, 

lip liner, brow mascara, bronzer, 

primer, brow color and contour. 

There are also brushes to use 

them. Which are a foundation 

brush, concealer brush, stippling 

brush, angled blush brush, 

powder brush, angled brush, 

contour brush, highlight fan 

brush, blending brush, eyeliner 

brush, eyeshadow brush, 

bronzer brush, lip brush, 

mascara brush or spoolie, and 

blush brushes, although you will 

probably not need all that stuff. 

What do I use, you might ask? 

Multiple sources say that middle 

schoolers, if they want to wear 

makeup, should use powder, 

nude or light pink eyeshadow, as 

well as lip gloss or a nude/light 

pink lip color. Not much of the 

other stuff should be used 

although some girls like to go a 

bit bolder using mascara/fake 

lashes and darker eyeshadows; 

some even go the distance and 

wear bright or dark lipsticks. As 

we get older, we might want to 

be like those bolder girls, or 

some of us might not want to 

ever wear makeup, and others 

we just might want to stay with 
the basics. 
 

 

 

Makeup- Deanna Gallea       

 

THE FIDGET- Andrea Anaya 

Fidget spinners are type of toy that are used to relieve stress or anxiety. 

Catherine Hettinger invented the fidget spinners in 1997. Hettinger 

claims that she was inspired to make the spinners when she went to go 

visit her sister and she saw a couple of kids throwing rocks a police car. 

She wanted to make something that would keep kids distracted and not 

make a ruckus. Over the recent years, the fidget spinners were 

recreated with brand new designs and shapes that have made them the 

new trend. 

POPULAR CONTINUED…  

Manny Machado - Ricky Ricardez 

Manny Machado is a third baseman for 

the Baltimore orioles . He grew up in 

Hialeah , Florida. He is 24 years old and 

was born July 6, 1992 he is from a 

School in Miami and was drafted by the 

Orioles with the third overall pick in 

the 2010 major League Baseball Overall 

draft. He bats and throws right handed. 

Machado made his MLB debut in 2012. 

In 2013, Machado earned a spot on the 

American League all star team . His first 

year of baseball, he was also recognized 

as one of the best fielders in the game, 

winning a Gold Glove Award  and the 

2013 AL Platinum Glove, given to the 

best defender at any position. Machado 

won his second Gold Glove in 2015. I 

decided to do my article on this player 

because he is one of the best players in 

the League.  

 

Toys of the New Age - Rusty 

Rodrigues 

The Kendama was just one of 

the many assortments of items 

that have intrigued kids around 

the world, but now the fidget 

spinner is here. This device was 

no toy when created in the 

1990s. Catherine Hettinger is 

credited for making the device 

though it is still being disputed 

who is the original creator. The 

device was used as a mean to 

entertain autistic children, 

helping them to concentrate. 

Through its use to help 

challenged kids gained it some 

popularity, it rose to fandom 

during April of 2017. By May, 

the fidget spinner became a top 

best seller. The large use of the 

toy at schools have started the 

problem of not paying attention 

in class, causing some schools to 

ban the toy. Whether or not 

this toy is just the next fad or is 

going to be around for years, it's 

obvious to see that the fidget 
spinner is one of a kind. 
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CROCS – ISAAC PAZ 

Crocs have been around for 15 years and their first store was 

made in 2004. Their most famous product was their original 

clogs. In 2006 the crocs came out with their fabulous crocs 

charms. The crocs charm are little charms that you can button 

on your shoes so you can look cool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NIKE - RUBEN CORTEZ 

 

Nike has been around since the 60’s and 

they have been consistent with their sales 

and have stayed in style and never really left. 

They have dropped some really unique 

shoes and even help some of the best 

basketball players with their shoes like 

Michael Jordan with his shoe called Air 

Jordan. Nike has dropped two very futuristic 

shoes like the Air Mags and they have even 

dropped a self-lacing shoe. This shoe 

company has really came long ways they 

started off has a track shoe for Oregon 

University. The creator was Bill Bowerman, 

the track coach for Oregon University. Since 

the 60’s Nike has been booming. Therefore, 

Nike is still in business and will probably 

keep dropping bangers. 

SUMMER ACTIVTITIES – 

Becky Brock 

This is the article of summer 

activities. The first summer 

activity is to go an amusement 

park with a group of friends. 

Another fun activity is go 

camping or go to the beach. In 

addition, you can set a goal that 

you can accomplish before 

school starts. That goal should 

be something that you thought 

you could never do before. 

Theses are three fun activities 

that you could do during the 

summer.  

 

Why are iPhones so popular? IPhones are 

popular because of good quality cameras 

and because of the way, they look. People 

also like them more because of the way 

they are advertised. iPhones also have 

apps that are only available to them and 

no other device. For these reason iPhones 

are the new cool thing. 

 

Computers - Anthony Gose 

Do you have a computer? Is it at home, or at someone else’s 

house? Is a computer you got for Christmas, or you bought 

yourself? Whether it is a laptop or a desktop, computers have 

changed over the years, making them some of the most high 

tech instruments out there. There are specific computers 

designed for gaming, at home work, Virtual Reality, etc. 

Computers are an amazing piece of equipment used for 

entertainment, gaming, work, or for learning. We use them to 

find answers, learn, and entertain ourselves. Computers, started 

out as a big block of plastic, with a screen and a few buttons. Over 50 

years of improvement, we now laptops as thin as 10.4 mm thick! 

Computers are an amazing source of technology we use almost all 

the time and are overall amazing.  
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